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Introduction 

The advent of miniaturised personal computers in the form of pocket-sized 

smartphones has brought forth a host of mobile software platforms and operating systems that 

are designed to support the new hardware. For instance, such software allows the user to 

interact with the touch-screen display, to use an application that has been designed and 

created to use that dynamic of user-interface design. 

 However, these platforms also have to cope with limitations that are an inherent 

(Hine. 2003, p1) part of the hardware platform. This essay will discuss a variety of limitations 

in mobile device platforms and how the operating system developers and third-party 

developers work with these limitations. Third-party code will be shown from my own 

Ringtone Generator application to illustrate how these solutions may be implemented. 

 

Screen Size 

Modern mobile platforms began the progression into full capacitive touch
1
 with the 

Apple iPhone in 2007, whereas PDA and smartphone devices before typically ran a 

miniaturised version of Windows, Windows CE, or PalmOS
2
. These operating systems did 

not take into consideration the difference in scale (Hine. 2003, p6) and required the use of a 

stylus to control fine buttons and scrollbars. 

 Newer operating systems such as Android and iOS have much finer touch sensitivity 

and allow the user to drag and slide widgets specially designed for the touchscreen interface 

paradigm, as well as perform gestures over surfaces. An example of this would be would be 

to pan over a virtual map, or to zoom in to a displayed photograph. 

 In the case of my Ringtone Generator, I allowed the user to adjust two characteristics 

of the sound by way of a two-dimensional grid. The user points at an arbitrary point on the 

grid and the software provides live feedback 

 It can therefore be concluded that mobile platforms have improved since the stylus-

driven Windows CE and PalmOS systems which posed problems for people with mobility 

disabilities (Hine. 2003, p6). Further research needs to be done on whether touchscreen 

phones and tablet PCs may provide an improved experience for people with disabilities over 

traditional mouse-driven desktop PCs and stylus-driven tablets PCs. 

  

Rapid Hardware And API Development Cycle 

Compared to the slow and steady releases of x86 PC hardware technology, running 

Microsoft Windows and Apple OSX, the mobile device platform is at a highly competitive 
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and evolving stage and the developers are less concerned with maintaining backwards 

compatibility due to the disposable, replaceable nature of mobile devices. 

 The technology upon which the APIs run is rapidly improving each year. More 

memory and processing power is an obvious benefit for any software developed for the 

platforms, but other technological increments are not so instantaneously accessible. For 

example, the iPhone increased its resolution with the Retina Display in June 7th 2010 to 

improve readability and video rendering. This would result in applications that relied on 

absolute dimensions and excessive use of bitmap resources would not render to the screen as 

the designer planned. 

 For this reason it would be prudent to make use of dynamically-scaling dimensions 

and vector graphics. In my implementation, bars displaying visual feedback are drawn in 

real-time with the vector drawing tools, then converted to a bitmap in the background which 

is displayed in the form. 

///// CODE: DRAWING IN REAL-TIME TO IMAGEVIEW WIDGET ///// 

// Set up Bitmap. 

bitmap = Bitmap.createBitmap(200, 50, Bitmap.Config.ARGB_8888); 

         

// Set up Paintbrush. 

paint = new Paint(); 

paint.setColor(Color.WHITE); 

         

// Set up canvas and draw to bitmap. 

canvas = new Canvas(bitmap); 

canvas.drawColor(Color.GREEN); 

    

// Declare widget identifiers. 

viewer = (ImageView)findViewById(R.id.image_view); 

     

// Send render to ImageView widget. 

viewer.setImageBitmap(bitmap); 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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In conclusion, the developers would make use of vector graphics, but they come with 

the detrimental side-effect of taking more processing time than simply loading bitmap 

resources. As mobile platforms expand to use hardware-accelerated graphics chipsets[8], this 

will become less of an issue. 

 

The Processing-Memory Trade-Off 

Some issues within the development environment are mutually exclusive with regards 

to CPU versus memory usage, which will be discussed later. This issue follows on from the 

last solution of choosing to use vector graphics, only in the case of my Ringtone Generator 

application the primary concern is sound generation. 

 Mobile devices are limited in both memory and processing power, which is one 

reason the Java-based operating systems run a specialised version of Java, Java Mobile 

Edition. I was originally going to use a synthesis library to generate tones on-the-fly, but 

discovered that intensive processing should at all times possible be performed externally on a 

server. For this reason I decided to pre-generate an array of sounds which will be selected by 

the software. For large sound files this would take a lot of memory and storage space, but the 

samples are generated in mono at a low sample rate as PCM sound files and are very short 

clips, so the memory trade-off is not unacceptable. 

///// CODE: USING PRE-GENERATED SOUND RESOURCES ///// 

Bar barTest1 = new Bar(R.raw.bassdrum03, 1); 

Bar barTest2 = new Bar(R.raw.dong01, 4);  

///////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

In conclusion, processing  should take place as much as possible on the server or 

developer machine, which has the additional benefit of conserving battery life. 

 

Memory Management 

To cope with a small memory space, mobile applications must make use of Java's 

garbage collection service. Simply invoking the garbage collector is not enough, however, 

and so the objects created should be set to null before garbage collection as I have done here: 

///// CODE: SETTING OBJECTS TO NULL ///// 

// Set to null for garbage collector. 

sequenceTest = null; 

canvas = null; 
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paint = null;  

bitmap = null; 

          

// Call garbage collector at end of process. 

System.gc(); 

///////////////////////////////////////// 

 Every class object created is memory-expensive and requires time-consuming 

processing to go through the constructor. I therefore declare the large sequence class only one 

time, then use its methods to update the bar information each time the user alters the settings. 

///// CODE: DECLARING SEQUENCE CLASS AND USING METHODS ///// 

Sequence sequenceTest = new Sequence(this, barTest1, barTest2); 

sequenceTest.UpdateBar(barTest1); 

     sequenceTest.UpdateBar(barTest2);   

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Even classes themselves are expensive in terms of memory and application size, as 

mobile devices typically rely on expensive flash memory for storage. To reduce the amount 

of space the software takes up, listener interfaces can be used in the main class using the 

implements keyword: 

///// CODE: IMPLEMENTS LISTENER ///// 

// Create button onclick listener. 

btnTest.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() { 

public void onClick(View v) { 

canvas.drawColor(Color.RED); 

Toast myToast; 

myToast = Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Changed bitmap", 

Toast.LENGTH_LONG); 

myToast.show(); 

viewer.setImageBitmap(bitmap); 

// setContentView(R.layout.pitch); 

}  

});  

///////////////////////////////////// 
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Processing Time And Performance 

Processing on the mobile platform applies strongly to the actual user-interface 

experience, and users of a mobile platform are a lot less forgiving when it comes to an 

unresponsive application. To ensure a responsive interface, the mobile operating systems 

allow the use of services and threads to separate back-end processing from interface 

performance. 

 For instance, in my Ringtone Generator I still wanted users to be able to configure 

their bars while the audio preview plays, so I offloaded the MediaPlayer method to a thread 

as follows: 

///// CODE: SPAWNING THREADS ///// 

public void PlaySequence() 

{ 

for (int i = 0; i<16; i++){ 

_mPlayer = MediaPlayer.create(_context, _res[i]); 

_mPlayer.start(); 

try{ 

Thread.sleep(100); 

}catch (InterruptedException e){ 

e.printStackTrace(); 

}  

}   

} 

////////////////////////////////// 

However, threads can pose their own problems. If multiple threads try to access the 

same resource, they will be blocked, resulting in a hang or flawed loop processing. For this 

reason I used a synchronised class for the resource list, to sure it is thread-safe: 

///// CODE: USING THREAD-SAFE LIST ///// 

import java.util.Vector; 

private Vector<Integer> _res = new Vector<Integer>(); 

////////////////////////////////////////  
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The reason for declaring an array (or vector list) of resources in the first place comes 

from the fact that calling class objects takes more time than accessing a scalar-type object, 

which is especially magnified in the case of a loop. For this reason I set the resources to local 

variables within the sequence class before invoking them in the loop, as follows: 

///// CODE: ASSIGN CLASS MEMBERS TO LOCAL VARIABLES ///// 

// Obtain members from class objects before loop processing. 

int timing1 = bar1.GetNumBeats(); 

int timing2 = bar2.GetNumBeats(); 

Integer barResource1 = bar1.GetResource(); 

Integer barResource2 = bar2.GetResource(); 

   

// Default to blank 'beats'. 

for (int i = 0; i<16; i++) 

{   

_res.add(i, R.raw.silence); 

} 

// Set first bar, using modulus. 

for (int i = 0; i<16; i=i+timing1) 

{ 

_res.remove(i); 

_res.add(i, barResource1); 

} 

for (int i = 0; i<16; i=i+timing2) 

{ 

_res.remove(i); 

_res.add(i, barResource2); 

} 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

In conclusion, the CPU should be taken into consideration when the application 

developer wants to maintain a responsive interface as well as reducing intensive cycles which 

would drain the batter of the low-powered device. 
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Multitasking 

Running multiple windows over the "desktop" is a comfortable feature of desktop 

computers and laptops, but is disadvantaged on mobile platforms due to all  of the above 

considerations discussed so far. 

 With regards to screen size, a user would have trouble negotiating two applications at 

the same time, so the platform developers implement a pseudo-multitasking system which 

allows that user to "switch" between their running applications without overloading the 

memory or CPU. The platform API does this by allowing the application developers to 

implement suspend and resume methods, in which the developer defines what aspects of the 

running application that should be stored, and later recovered for the resumed state. 

 Being as the user runs applications full-screen on account of the small screen-size, 

this is a satisfactory emulation of multitasking, especially since some APIs such as Android 

allow a service to be started in the background which can be accessed by more than one 

regular applications which provide a graphical interface. 

 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the limitations of mobile devices come in two forms: the end-user 

expectation of what the hand-held devices should be able to do, and the problem of raw 

processing power that is constantly tied to battery life. 

 As has been discussed, the limitations of design turn out not to be limitations but 

grounds for exploring and creating for a new user-interface paradigm, which began after the 

iPhone popularised capacitive multi-touch screens
3
. These may even be beneficial for people 

with mobility problems. 

 The restrictive nature of expensive memory and a low-powered CPU inextricably 

linked to battery life must simply be worked around in software using efficiency-enabling 

features implemented in the platform APIs, and the hardware will improve upon each 

iteration. 
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